
































Disinfection and Sterilization Using Plasma Technology:
Fundamentals and Future Perspectives for Biological
Applications























Preparation of two-dimensional thin films by backside
irradiation pulsed laser deposition method using powder
target














Preparation of Sn doped SiO2 thin films by magnetron
sputtering deposition using metal and metal oxide powder
target








































Early Detection System of Harmful Algal Bloom Using
Drones and Water Sample Image Recognition







Application of logistic function to synthesis process of
MFI-type silicalite from quartz




Counting algorithm for sequential optical images of
immunoreactive mouse taste-bud cells













































Enzymatically prepared dual functionalized hydrogels with
gelatin and heparin to facilitate cellular attachment and
proliferation
ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2(6) pp.2600-2609 森⼭ 幸祐
Moriyama Kousuke
Kidoaki Satoru
Cellular Durotaxis Revisited: Initial-Position-Dependent
Determination of the Threshold Stiffness Gradient to
Induce Durotaxis





General cellular durotaxis induced with cell-scale
heterogeneity of matrix-elasticity





Application of Logistic Function to Synthesis Process of
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Development of Machine Elements of Gas Pressure
to a Rotor Using Gas Bearing Mechanism


















































































Preparing of multi-elements two-dimensional thin
films by plasma process using metal and metal oxide
powder targets


























































Two-dimentional functional thin film preparation by








































Trial of Thin film preparation for preventing hydrogen








Preparation of several kinds of elements mixed thin
films by plasma process using powder targets IV

















Method for preventing hydrogen embrittlement using
plasma process































Effects of Laser Ablation Plasma Irradiation on the








Preparing of multi-elements two-dimensional thin

















Two-dimentional functional thin film preparation by
sputtering deposition using powder targets









































































A Study on Efficient Cache Utilization Scheme for
Streaming Services in Mobile ICN
2019 Joint Conference of Electrical, Electronics and






Proposal and Evaluation of Cluster-based Cache
Distribution Scheme in Information-Centric
Networking
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Inwardly rectifying potassium channels in mouse
fungiform taste bud cells





















































































































































































The relationship between student's evaluation for the
PE class of radio exercises using ICT and various
factors
The 2019 International Conference for the 8th East
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